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The combined effect of free and forced convection on the flow of non- 
Newtonian liquid between two horizontal parallel walls with a linear axial 
temperature variation has been studied in this paper. The equations 
of motion and energy have been solved by two different methods, (i) 
An approximate method known as perturbation method in which the non- 
Newtonian parameter is the perturbation parameter, and (ii) Runge- 
Kutta numerical integration method. The results in both these methods 
have been compared. The flow phenomenon is characterized by the 
non-dimensional numbers like R (non-Newtonian number), 0 (Grashof 
number), K  (Brinkman number) and N (a wall temperature parameter), 
and the effects of those numbers on the velocity and temperature fields, 
shear stress and the rate of heat transfer at the walls have been studied.
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1. I ntrodttotion
Investigation of natural convection effects in forced horizontal flows are of great 
physical interest. Similar typo of problems have been studied by Sparrow et 
al (1959), Gill & Casal (1962), Gupta (1969), Iqbal et al (1969), Hallman (1956) 
and Ostrach (1954). In this paper our aim is to study the free and forced oonveo- 
tion effects on a liquid whose viscosity ooefliGient is a function of the flow in­
variants. The equations of motion oontinuity and heat energy in two-dimensional 
steady fluid motion are, respeotively.
f dv . dv\ dp , Tj, , d\ (du , 5v\l , „  dt dv\
^  ^  _  n 
dx^dy ~
... (1 .2) 
.. .  (1.3) 
.. .  (1.4)
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whore u — w(a;, y)>  ^~  V)i
arc th(^  X and y components of volooity, T is the temperature, p is the density 
of the medium, f  is the pressure, c and k are the speoific* heat capacity and thermal 
conductivity, rospootivoly, and <!>' is the dissipation function given by
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,, r /t?u\2 (dv\^ tdu0 (1.5)
F,j. and l^ 'y are the l)ody forces along x and y axes on unit mass of the fluid.
2. F orm ulation  of P roblem
Wo taho X and y axes along and transverse to the parallel plates with origin on 
the lower plate. At a largo distance from the entry, the flow will bo fully deve­
loped. So we can take all pliysical variables to depend on y only. The velocity 
field consistent witl» the contiimitv condition (1 3) t‘an be taken in the form
 ^ u{y). — 0. (2 .1)
Since the plates are horizontal and the x axis is parallel to the plates, in this 
problem
— i) and Fy — ~ g (2 .2)
whero (j is the accoloration due to gravity. With the help of (2.1) and (2 2), the 
equations (1.1), (1.2) and (1.4) reduce to
0 ^ dp d I du dx dyi^dy.
, dT , d^T , /du\^
By virtue of (2.1), the flow invariants are
(2.3)
(2.4)
T fx T 1 /dw\3 r (2.6)
Hence, it follows from (2.6) that the coefficient of viscosity fi is in genoral a func­
tion of dujdy. We confine our attention following Jones (1961), to the particular 
class of fluids oharactoiized by
dwT
'dy\- Fo [ ■ - i i (2.7)
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where /Iq a are physical constants. Since the viscosity coefficient (i is of 
necessity positive, we must have
>  0 and 1— >  0.
From (2.3) and (2.7), we get
 ^ dv . d^ tt d /dw\8 (2 8)
Th(j equation of state is assumed to be
p =  p ^ \ l-p { T -T ^ ) \
whore p^  and denote tho density and temperature of a reference state and 
is the coefficient of volume expansion.
tVom (2.4) and (2.9) wo get
Equation (2 8) can bo written as
 ^ \ dp  ^ i\hi d / dw\2
~  pQ Ox dy‘^  dy \ dy)
(2 9)
(2 10)
(2.11)
whore
Differentiating (2.10) with respect to x, wo get 
and difforcaitiating (2.11) with regard to y, wo get
1 d-^ p 6?u
 ^ Pq dxdy^ '^^  ^ di/' -CLVq
d^  /dw\2
d?/ \dy
/d \ 2
[ l ■
From (2.12) and (2.13) we get,
6?u d2 /dM\a a  ^ tm m \
d^» d«® (a s )  “  33!^^
(2.12)
(2.13)
j/ \d.yl
Let us now introduce the non-dimensional parameters 
u =  UqW y =  h/y, x =  P M  
where Dq, Ji and Pe represent the bulk mean velocity, distance between the plates 
and Poolet number, respectively. With these parameters, (2.14) takes the form
(2.14)
(2.16)
p d2 (dw\ a _  gPh^  d ^   ^
d 'f\ d y l  ^V oU ^e
(2.16)
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where R =  {a,UQjh), the non-Nowtonian parameter. The boundary condi­
tions on u are
M =  0 at 1/ =  0 and y ~  j  y^y =  Uoh.
0
which now become
1
— 0 at i; =  0 and  ^ — 1, J wdy == 1
(2.17)
(2.18)
Since w is a function of rj only, (2.16) is valid only if the right hand side is indepen­
dent of This is clearly satisfied if the temperature distribution is given by
(2.19)
where is a constant and r(r/) is function of y only. Equation (2.19) corres­
ponds to uniform axial temperature variation along the channel walls. Now 
from (2.16) and (2.19) we have
d*i-t; „  d® / \ ® ^
d^ ® d'lf \d?/
where VqUq ’ Ao —
■^ 1 p ^0^ \ ^
Pe A pc
The energy equation (2.5), with the help of (2.7) gives 
d (T -T „)  m , , --O [ (Au\^ J
“ —S i------- ^ dyi “  I Ay] J
With the transformations (2.16), the equation (2.22) takes the form
" - g + ' ^ M a i J l a ’ r
where m  =  K  =
( 2.20)
(2.21)
(2 .22)
(2.23)
(2.24)
The boundary conditions are given in (2.18), As for the temperature boundary 
conditions, we take the reference temperature Tq such that the temperature of 
the lower wall {ij =  0) is Tq-\-Ai  ^ and this, by virtue of (2.19) implies that T(0) 
— 0. Hence, the boundary conditions on satisfying (2.23) are
^(0) =  0 and 9S(1) =  = (2.2S)
Since w depends on 0  and R, it follows from (2.23) and (2.26) that ^(y) and hence 
the temperature distribution depends on the parameters G, R, K  and N, where
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K is known as the Brinkman number and N is the wall temperature parameter. 
We fifst solve (2.20) and the expression for w is then substituted in (2.23) to get 
an expression for
3. S olution  of E quations 
Integrating (2.20) twice with respect to we get
. . .  (3.1)6.7! \ d^/
where y and 8 aro the constants of integration.
An exact solution of (3.1) can be obtained. But the expression for w will be 
very complicated and the energy equation (2.23) will be so very complicated that 
the physical aspects of the problem wiQ be completely marred. Hence we shall 
obtain solutions in two different methods.
Perturbation Solution
We take the non-Newtonian parameter R as the perturbation parameter 
and assume it to be so small that its cubes and higher powers can be neglected. 
We then write
w — 'L 
n»o
7 =  S 7„iZ«
«=o
... (3.2) 
... (3.3)
n=o
(3.4)
Substituting (3.2)—(3.4) into (3.1), comparing the coefficients of different powers 
of and solving with the boundary conditions on w^ , which are from (2.18)
Wq — iVi =  Wz =  0 when rf =  0,  ^=  1, . (3.5)
1 1 1
J Wf^CLT! =  1, J Wid^  =  0, J =  0, . (3.6)
0 0
Wo get the zeroth order solution :
0
• (3.7)
First order solution :
1 
6a,<« =  1  +  I  I  (y .+c?«„),»+
(ro^o+M)?*+(V+«i)?: (8.8)
Second order Holuiion :
5 0 7 o V *+ \  (ro’* + 0 «o )f+
W o + i 7 i ) » ) '+ W + « i h ]  G V +  \  0*r« ’ )“ + |  To“f f +
3
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10 cm,W?“-l-(2 yA O + W + \ciy^ v^ + {  Jff>Si+2rA+c'V+|-7ori)?*+
... (3 9)(3 V r o + M -l  r A + J r s h “+ (2 V 4  2V,+^2)>/1.
whore
7o =
, -  -  oVo4- ’1 7 « “« + |  r o V '+ l  r«»+  i o « r i+ o « .
+ 6 roA + 3 0 'V + 2 y „n + 6 5 „V o - l-2r«<»i+2r A  J.
«2 -  112 G’ +  7 OVo+ |ro“« + i |  O“«o+® ro«o«+|- 7o+ 5 GrH-
I  G « i+ r o A + iG V +  3 r „ y . - 2 V - 2 V i -
I f  wo restrict out discussions to liquids which are very slightly non-Newtonian 
in character we can take (3.9) as the approximate solution for velocity distribution 
The constant G appearing in the solution (3.9) is a quantity characterizing the 
extent of influonoe exerted by the bouyancy forces on the forced convection flow. 
To avoid the algebraical complioatioxis we substitute the first order solution from 
(3.8) in (2.23) and integrating twice with respect to tj and using the conditions 
(2.25), we get
^ =  120 ^  G’- f +  - j t  Gr„,«
+^(roM-Gtfo)«;"+^4 (ri+2ro«o)^‘ +  \ (V + «j)V  ]
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+ B  {  448 G ^ o f+ ^ ilG % + G y o ’‘ ) i ‘+  ^  O ff^ oy o+ y o '+ riW
+^(3yo*«o+ | G V + 2 r ir .+ (? W +  J (37„V+2rA+2y„«i)>?*
ivhoro
+ i W + ^ « « w ] ] + c , v
OTO
=  ^ - [  m  + i - - ^ ( « + i ^ + i S o ) + - ^  {  3 W 0  +
. ^ / L 2 .  G* , _  _Q  ^ O ]
\ 5"^  ”5"^  25200 60480 / J J
(3.10)
Numerical Integration by Runge-Kutta Method
Eor solving (2.20) and (2 23) we adopt Runge-Knita-Gxll technique and pro­
ceed with the step by step integiation as illusi,rated by Ralston & Wilf (1960). 
The following substitutions transform equations (2.20) and (2 23) into six first 
(jrder linear equations for numerical integration. ;
(3.11)
V
2 / 1  =  J w 6.7J, 0
d w
d'^w
y * y .-= 4 > ,
With the help of (3.11) we form the required sot of primary equations
, , , , 0^-2Ry^^
Z/i = 2 /3 .  2/a = 2 /4 .  2/3 = 2 /2 .  2/4 =  ^
=  y ^ -K {l—Ry^)y^.
The boundary conditions given by (2.18) and (2.25) take the form
2/i(0) =  2/a(0) =  2/5(0) =  0. 2/i(l) =  1. 2/3(1) =  0, 2/b(1) -  JV
(3.12)
(3.13)
Denoting by e any one of the unknown values ^2(0). 2/d(0) and ya(0), and differen­
tiating the primary equations (3.12) with respect to e and letting 
(i =  1, 2 ... 6) the set of auxilary equation is 
=  i>3. =  P4. iPa' =  Pz*
“  ( l-2 % a )*
Ph =  >^a. P '^ =  Pi—^J^ViPz+^^^yz^Pi-
(3.14)
Tho boundary conditions for tho set of auxiliary equations are 
7>i — h u  Vi ~  4^< Vi =
(i =  l,2 ,. .. ,6 ) )  ... (3.16)
and Sij is the Kronooker's delta.
The step by step integrations of (3.12) subject to tho boundary conditions 
(3.13) are performed in (0,1) with a stop length 0.05. The rough starting values 
of yS^)} 3/6(0) supplied to start the integration were corrected by a self-itera­
tive oorrootive procedure (Fox 1962) and this was done with the aid of the 
auxiliary equations (3.14) subject to boundary conditions (3.15).
The numerical integrations wore performed on an IBM1130 digital oleotronio 
computer (XJtkal University, India).
4. Conclusions
Velocity distribution
Figure 1 represents the velocity distribution for different values of 0  and R. 
It is soon from this figure that tho velocity distribution becomes asymmetric in 
the presence of buoyancy force {G 0). In the lower half of tho channel, the
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Figure 1 . Velocity distribution for different values of C? 
JJ =  0,---------- ; n =  0 .05,-----------
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increase in the value of 0- increases the velocity at any point and an opposite effect 
is observed in the other half of the channel. It is interesting to note that for higher 
values of C?, say Q =  100, in the vicinity of the upper plate, the velocity becomes 
negativb. For a viscous liquid with constant viscosity coefficient, the velocity 
curves for different values of O intersect at 7/ =  0.5, that is, at the middle of the 
channel. The non-Newtonian character of the liquid increases the velocity at 
any point in the lower half of the chamiel up to 0 <  77 <  0.473. In the other 
half, that is 0.473 <  <  1, the non-Newtonian parameter decreases the velocity
at any point in the liquid. It is also clear that the non-Newtonian nature of the 
liquid shifts the point of intersection of the velocity curves for different values of 
(7 to a point nearer to the lower plate.
Table 1 represents the values of velocity at some points by both the methods. 
This table shows that tho values agree well by both the methods, which shows 
that the perturbation solution is effective in this problem.
Table 1. Values of velocity at some points. (G =  —10)
Perturbation
method,
Ruiige-Kuita
method
R  = 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.10
v  =
0.2 0.8800 1.10267 0.8799985 1.1677666
0.4 1.4000 1.64370 1.3999960 1.4626460
0.6 1.4800 1.33382 1.4799921 1.3097622
0.8 1.0400 0.7982 1.0399999 0.8106164
Shearing stress at the walls
The shearing stresses at the walls are given by 
/dw^ \ «  !^w\^
I _  /du;\ /^ \ 2
Table 2 represents the computed values of the shearing stress at tho walls. 
At both the walls, for a viscous liquid, tho shearing stress increases with G and the 
non-Newtonian character of the fluid increases it further at both the walls. Thus 
thei‘e is no flow sepaiation in this case. But more and more cooling at the 
lower plate (which corresponds to negative values of Q mentioned before) 
causes a progrepsive decrease in the values of the skin-friction. This leads us to
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Table 2. Skin friction at the plates,
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-20 10
JR =
6 8333 14.3333 0.00
4 6764 7.6791 8 6632 20.6261 0 02
-7.6666 -6.8333 - 6  1666 - 4  3332 2.3334 0.00
- 7  0026 - 6  3312 -4.7179 — 3.8002 4.7867 0.02
the conclusion that for very high nogativo values of G, the velocity becomes un­
stable.
Temperature Field
Figui'ti 2 and table 3 represent the tomperaturo field for different values of 
0  and 72 -when the wall temperature parameter N =  An examination of the
Figuvo 2. Teinpemiuro distribution for different values ol G ;
N  1, K  =  O.C, Jti =  0 ,---------; iJ =  0.05,---------
figure shows that tin lempeiature at any point in a liquid layer near tho plate 
7f =  0 (lower plate) decreases as being negative G  increases. But beyond this 
liquid layer an opposite effect is observed. Tho non-Newtonian character of
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tho liquid deoreasea the temperature iu the liquid layer near the lower plate. When 
G — —10, the temperature curves for Newtonian and non-Newtonian oases in­
tersect,at about 7] — 0.5533. When G =  —30, the point of intersection occurs 
=  0.60. This shows that being negative as G increases, the points of inter-
Table 3. Temperature distribution for positive values of O', 
i f  =  0.5; i^ =  10
G  =
0.2
O.G
0.4623 0 8741 
1.0340
1.2106
0 6214 0 6407 ] 6669
0.7262 1 .'3697
0.7493 
0 854B
1 7722
1.4691
0.8403 1 8412
1 0344 1.3343
0.9992 1.6387
0.00
0.02
0 00
0 02 
0 00
0.00
0.02
section of the curves for Newtonian and non-Newtonian cases shift towards the 
upper plate. Table 3 shows tho temperature distribution for positive values of 
G. An examination of this table shows that the temperature at any point increases 
with 0. I ’or small values of G, for 0 <  ^  20 (neaily), the non-Newtonian
parameter first decreases tho temperature in the liquid layer 0 ^  ly <  0.5 and 
then an opposite effect is observed. For very high values of O say {G — 100), 
the non-Newtonian parameter increases the temperature at every point in the 
channel.
Rate of heat transfer from the walls
The Nusselt number at both the walls is given by (d^/d^),,„c 
and increases with the increase in the value of the Grashof number 0  and the 
non-Newtonian parameter R decreases it. Table 4 yields this conclusion. In 
this table the upper line in each row represents the values of the Nusselt number 
obtained by the Runge-Kutta method and in the lower line by the perturbation 
method. The result^, almost in every case agree well.
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Table 4. Nusselt Number. 0.5 and N =  1
G - 2 0 - 1 0 10 20 B =
y =
3 .0 000 3 .2 162 3.8641 4.2 777 0 .0 0
/ I
2 9999 3 .2 162 3 8642 4.2 777
u
2 .9 7 4 0 3.1 773 3.8 040 4 .2 406 0 .0 2
2 .9 627 3 .1607 3 .6 914 4 .0 010
- 2  2777 -1 .8 6 4 1 -1 .215 2 - 0 .9 9 9 5 0 .0 0
1 - 2 . 4 8 3 6 - 2 .1 1 0 3 -1 .282 0 - 0 .8 7 3 2X
- 2 .3 4 5 2 - 1  8882 -1 .2861 -1 .1 4 9 3 0 .0 2
- 2 .5 2 7 8 - 2 .1 2 8 3 -1 .282 8 - 0 .8 9 2 7
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